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[The Specialists, book 4. An award winning spy series.]Lovable GiGi is pairing up with expert

linguist Darren, aka Parrot, on a mission to South America. When a centuries-old vase is found in a

cave full of hieroglyphics, it is discovered that this vase was important to at least fifteen different

North American and South American Indian tribes. And now all fifteen nations want it back. They are

meeting in Rutina, South America, to "decide" who gets the vase. Enter the Specialists, and Parrot

who will go as the official translator. And when no one can decode the ancient cave writings, not

even the elders of each nation, GiGi comes to the rescue. Of course there's a hitch. One of the tribal

chiefs attending the meeting in Rutina is connected to Parrot's past--in a very bad way. The

question is, will Parrot be able to face his past and complete the mission, or will the vase--and the

fate of the Native American nation--fall into the wrong hands?
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Book#4 in series. Clean writing. Interesting details to cultures/vocations that are unfamiliar to me.



Good story. Looking forward to #5. No swearing or premarital sex...clean read for teens. Spy story

with a bit of romance, dusoense, mystery, and action.

I can't tell you much about the details of the books since I haven't read them myself, but I can tell

you that my 13 year old and 15 year old Goddaughters LOVE this series. I bought the first book for

them for Christmas. They had both finished it by December 28th. I bought the other three and

between the two of them have finished all 4 books in less than three weeks and can't wait for the 5th

book. I would highly reccommend this book to any parent looking to get their child more interested in

reading.

It's nice to see quiet Parrot finally bond with someone deeply and have him share his past and look

out for his partners. And I really like how she makes a duplicate of GiGi only with three differences

between them. But I'm sad that David broke up with GiGi though over a stupid thing.

I love this series, it's so much fun to read. I recommend it.

I loved reading this book it was so much fun to read. There were so many unexpected things that

you didn't see comingthat it made it even more fun to read.

Super great!

This book is awesome I loved it just like all the other books in this series just absolutely awesome

can't wait to read the last one....!

I love the specialist series! I secretly believe that theres something like this out there. My favorite

characters are GiGi,David,Wirenut,and Bruiser. But of course i still love everyone else.If your

looking for romance,comedey,adventure,and all around spy stuff then this is the book to read.
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